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2.5   Vertical and Horizontal Control 
 
There were no specific vertical and horizontal control requirements for this project. 
 
All horizontal and vertical data for this project were acquired on NAD83 (2011) ellipsoid.  
During processing, data were transformed to Universal Transverse Mercator Zone 18N in 
meters and to MLLW.  The vertical transformation was conducted using VDatum and 
GEOID12A. 
 
Twenty-eight GPS check points were established for use during project acquisitions tied 
to the CORS network.  The coordinates for the base station utilized in positioning of the 
aircraft trajectory and RTK base station for check point collection were computed via the 
NGS OPUS. 
 

2.6   Quality Control 
 
Internal consistency of the data was checked using the sidelap between adjacent strips, 
while absolute checks were conducted using ground control.  Results from all QC checks 
indicated good internal consistency.  Table 4 provides the results from computing the 
elevation difference between a surface from individual strips and a mean surface, with an 
overall average magnitude of 0.045 meters between all strips.  Average magnitude is the 
mean value of absolute elevation difference values.  Magnitude is the absolute value of 
the elevation difference between a strip and the mean surface.  Dz is the mean value of 
the elevation difference between a strip and the mean surface.  Additional qualitative 
reviews are performed with Terrascan and ArcGIS/LP360 for detection of geometrical or 
scan artifacts, misclassification, and any other unusual issues that may be present in the 
data. 
 
Absolute vertical accuracy checks were also conducted using 28 ground check points 
collected on the topographic portions of the survey area and results are shown in Table 5. 
 

 

2.7   Corrections to Soundings 
 
VDatum 3.3 was used to convert data from NAD83 (2011) elevations to Mean Lower 
Low Water (MLLW), which made use of GEOID12A.  Uncertainties associated with 
both the source data and each transformation used during the conversion within VDatum 
is computed.  The Cumulative uncertainty was calculated to be 10.24 centimeters with 
each associated individual uncertainty component illustrated in Table 6. 
 
 
 
 
 




